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Thoughts From the President

By Gene Mangum

As I am sure most of you are aware, in April and May of this year the Model Railroading
Community lost one of our Outstanding Couples, the Freitags. So, a joint issue of the Derail
(June and July 2022) dedicated to their memory was published. Likewise, the Presentation
at the July 2022 meeting was dedicated to Gil’s magnificent railroad, the Stony Creek &
Western.
As just mentioned, Randall Wilson and Bob Barnett collaborated on and gave a marvelous
presentation regarding the Stony Creek & Western. Very well done and thoroughly
researched. It covered the railroad from its early inception to the sprawling masterpiece that
it became. It was also touching to hear from these two individuals that have had a very long
relationship with the Freitags. As usual, I encourage everyone to consider providing a clinic
or presentation. Just get in touch with JayC and he can put you on the schedule. I believe
that he has clinics well into 2023, but still consider preparing one and presenting it to the
club.
Both the June and July Club Meetings were well attended at Bayland Park as well as online via ZOOM – 41 at Bayland and 22 on ZOOM in June and 51 and 19 in July. The
exceptionally large July Bayland attendance was because all of the Freitag children and
spouses attended the session. In any case, however, I will keep on reiterating that we need
to keep our “in-person” presence as high as we can to ensure that we get to keep the “Big
Room”.
As I mention every month, we really need to continue to support the Lone Star Region and,
for sure, Division 8, especially the clinics. The next one is scheduled for some time in July.
Likewise please attend the National Convention in St. Louis, August 7-13, if possible.
So, that’s it for this month! I want to wish all of my SanJac club colleagues…HAPPY
RAILROADING! See you at the August Meeting!

Gene
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50 A Personal Milestone

By Pete Leach MMR

This issue marks a personal milestone, my 50th published article in the DERAIL. I could never have imagined
it! What I thought would be an article or two shared in this newsletter has turned into a 5-year journey
resulting in more than 165 pages with over 240 photos!
I never had a great desire to write articles about my modeling. Writing was my least favorite subject in school
and my C average was the result! But I do like sharing stories of the experiences I’ve had in building my
layout over the past decade. To mark the occasion of my 50th article, I thought I would look back at some of
my favorites.
My first article would have to be one of my favorites since it started me on this long journey. It was the
introduction of my planned short series called The Hobby Bench. It debuted in the May 2017. The article
outlined how I create my own “kits” by assembling scale drawings, photos, commercial parts, and materials to
scratch-build a model. I still do this today. The article had two images but only one was a photo. Looking
back at the results, I am surprised the editors didn’t fire me!

Figure 1 - Materials and components are gathered and placed in clear zip-lock bags. Included are drawings and prototype photos.
These form the “kits” of a models to be built at some point.

In many articles, I shared techniques and tools I’ve learned to model various subjects. Everything from
scratch-building wood shingles to lumber loads to wharf pilings were covered in these “how-to’s.” All were
just a small part of the process of building my layout. But by far, my favorite article for this type of activity
must be building Eastern White Pine trees (September 2019 issue.) There are no commercially available
models or kits for these trees. And having a layout set in Maine MUST have these trees. After all, Maine is
the Pine Tree State. I learned of a method for scratch building these specific trees from a blog by modeler
Ryan Mendall.

Figure 2 - This photo shows the 4-step process to scratch-build Eastern White Pine trees.
They take some time to build but are worth the effort if one is trying to model the Northeast US and Canada.
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50 A Personal Milestone

By Pete Leach MMR

My layout is set in 1925, and it is important to me to have age-appropriate details including cars and trucks.
From the beginning, I scoured the train shows and hobby shops looking for vehicles that could be found in my
era. There are many, many O Scale vehicles set in the 1930s and beyond. I currently have 4 vehicles on the
layout, and I wrote about them all. If I had to pick a favorite, it would have to be the 1913 Flatbed Ford Model
T (July 2020). I don’t know much about the mechanics of cars and trucks so kitbashing a truck from a car kit
was quite the stretch for me. It turned out better than I expected, and the model plays a key role in setting the
scene.

Figure 3 - Coal is being shoveled from a railcar to a kitbashed 1913 Ford Model T Truck.
The truck was kitbashed from a model of a Ford touring car.

My two sons showed very little interest in the Model Railroading hobby growing up. Much of that was likely
caused by their father (me) being too concerned with fidelity to the prototype and realism. Plus, I remember a
few “Don’t touch that!” coming from my mouth. I have been encouraging my two grandsons to enjoy the
hobby. They have been building a layout in my train room using a lot of leftover N scale equipment from my
earlier days. Determined NOT to repeat errors with my own sons, I let them design, build, and run the layout
as they see fit. I wrote about their layout in the November 2020 issue. They are having fun and continue to
express their creativity in so realistic ways!

Figure 4 - Grandsons Peter and Lucas are busy coordinating movements on their N Scale layout built under MY layout.
I encourage them to follow rule # 1: “Its your railroad!”
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50 A Personal Milestone

By Pete Leach MMR

Since my layout is based on the real Wiscasset, Waterville & Farmington in 1925 Maine, including articles
with some of its history was impossible to pass up. Many folks here in Texas and other parts of the South may
not be familiar with the little railroad and the area it served. I’ve enjoyed sharing how it moved coal, lumber,
milk, and people up and down the Sheepscot River Valley. I’ve been able to combine historical information
with model building and layout operations.

Figure 5 - A dairy employee loads cans of milk left on the platform in Preble's, Maine. Milk was a key commodity for the railroad.

I have caught a lot of good-natured guff over the years about the number of boats on my layout. Some of you
know by now I was a boat and ship modeler way before the model railroad hobby entered my life. I recently
built and wrote about detailing a small dinghy to fill up a dead space near my wharf. I designed a scratch-built
passenger steamship years ago based on a sketch from an 1895 poster I found online. But without question,
my favorite project was scratch-building the DOROTHY GLYNN. She is a two-masted schooner rigged to
haul sawn lumber from the railroad wharf to other parts of the Northeast. With well over a thousand cut-to-fit
strips of wood, many commercial fittings, and hours in construction, the ship is the most complicated model
on the layout. It is also my favorite. I named her after my late mother.

Figure 6 - The DOROTHY GLYNN is being loaded with sawn lumber at the RR Wharf in Wiscasset.
Scratch-building this model was the most complicated project on the layout.

It has been a long journey and I believe 50 is enough. With this issue, I am signing off as a monthly
contributor to the DERAIL. But you’ll see me again occasionally as ideas pop into my head that I want to
share with you. In the meantime, I encourage you to share some of your stories with the rest of us!
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Mystic Residential Area

By Gene Mangum

B a c k g ro u n d

Mystic, like most communities along the Guadalupe River in the Texas Hill Country, was originally built on
only one bank of the river. This occurred because the banks of the river were relatively steep and the only
bridges in those times were in essence “low-water crossings”. As time passed the other bank was developed
when “all weather bridges” were constructed. In most cases this development was for residential areas, not
commercial areas. This is the case with Mystic. For my “Mystic Branch” iteration, two residences are
modeled…both Campbell Kits: Picken’s Place, Kit # 395 and Gran’mas House, Kit # 387. The two homes are
on River Road, on the South bank of the Guadalupe River adjacent to Memorial Park, a beautiful wooded
setting backing up to a small hill. Figure 1 is an aerial view of the area.

Figure 1 - Aerial View of the Mystic Residential Area

Mystic Memorial Park is to the left followed by the “Pickens Place” structure and the “Gran’mas House”
structure. River Road is the road in front of the houses. Notice that the area in front of the two homes is “Curb
& Gutter” with sidewalks whereas the remainder of River Road has standard gravel shoulders. Memorial Park
was detailed in an earlier Derail article published in the January 2021 Issue. Power to both homes as well as
Memorial Park is provided by the LCRA power poles alongside River Road. The two homes share a
transformer.

C o n st r u c ti o n

As mentioned earlier, the two homes were both constructed from Campbell kits. Have I ever mentioned that I
really like Campbell Kits…Har! Har! The construction and detailing of both homes are discussed in detail
below.
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Mystic Residential Area

By Gene Mangum

Pickens Place
The “Pickens Place” kit was probably the second
Campbell kit that I constructed, sometime in the mid
1970s. I was “between railroads” so I spent a lot of time
detailing the kit. I added all the interior walls, the floor/
ceiling between the upper and lower stories of the
structure, including an enclosed stairway between the
floors on the “bedroom/kitchen/dining room” wing. I
built a fireplace in the living room and cabinets and a
sink in the kitchen. I even added lighting. Whooo!
Unfortunately, in its current location in Mystic, none of
these details are viewable. Likewise, I chose not to add
lighting to the Branch…this may change in the future
since several structures do have interior lighting. Figure
2 shows an oblique view of the structure.

Figure 2 - Oblique View of Pickens Place

As I just indicated, I built this structure in the mid 1970s. I painted it white using Floquil Paints. The front and
rear porches and foundation were stained using Floquil products as well. The trim was painted a medium
brown, likely using Testors enamel paint. The roof was shingled with Campbell’s excellent shingle system.
The “drainage valleys” were simulated with cardstock painted a galvanized steel color. The chimney was
painted a brick red color using enamel paint followed by mortar detailing using concrete color paint applied
then quickly wiped off. I added bathroom vents and a flue on the roof and a central air-conditioning unit from
Blair Line in the back yard.
Speaking of the yard, it was modeled using crescent board. The sidewalks and driveway were modeled with
expansion joints and painted an aged concrete color, again likely with Floquil paints. The lawn was simulated
with ground foam from Woodland Scenics. The shrubbery was created using chunks of green foam also from
Woodlands Scenics. The trees were also from Woodland Scenics materials. The picket fence along the front
and driveway side of the house was from some unknown manufacturer, possibly Revell. It was painted white
using Testors enamel paint. The tall board fence along the right side and back of the property was scratch-built
using strip wood. The strip wood representing the vertical pickets were individually stained for variety. Since
the kit didn’t include a garage, I scratch built one using a variety of strip wood. The siding is shiplap and the
garage door is vertical tongue and groove scribed siding framed with scale 1 x 4s. Since the garage door is left
partially open, I detailed the interior with scale 1 x 4 wall studs. The roof is covered with Campbell’s
corrugated metal roofing material…another excellent product. The garage is also painted white with Floquil
paints. Figure 3 and 4 show detailed views of both sides of the property.

Figure 3 - Detailed view of Garage Area
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Mystic Residential Area

By Gene Mangum

Gran’ mas House
I built the Gran’mas House kit specifically for the
Mystic Branch. I had had the kit for many years, but
hadn’t constructed it. Since I knew where it would be
located on the layout I didn’t bother to super-detail the
interior. I did create a second floor and several strategic
view blocks on both floors. This is one of the most
difficult kits that I have ever constructed, especially the
roof. Figure 5 shows an oblique view of the structure. I
painted the structure with Floquil Paints that I was able
to purchase. The main structure is painted Conrail Blue
with Poly-Scale acrylic paint and the trim white. The
two porches were stained with a walnut stain from
Testors Create-FX as was the front door. The
Figure 5 - Oblique View of Gran' mas House
foundation is made from plastic “stone sheet” laminated
to card-stock wall material. As I have mentioned in an earlier article, Campbell does a really good job with
this material. The foundation was brush painted an earthen-stone color. Then, mortar was simulated with gray
acrylic paint brushed on and then “wiped off” to leave the mortar in the areas between the individual stones.
As I mentioned earlier, the roof was very complicated to build, with all of the interesting angles. It was
covered with Campbell’s shingles. As with the Pickens Place model, the “drainage valleys” were simulated
with card stock painted a galvanized steel color. The two chimneys were constructed in the standard fashion;
painted a red brick color followed by adding mortar color and quickly wiping it off. Since I concluded that this
home would have more than one bathroom, I added two bathroom vents made from plastic tubing.
As with the Pickens Place structure, I added a central air-conditioning unit from Blair Lines in the back yard.
The yard itself was also created from Crescent Board. A garage was provided with this kit. I constructed it as
per the plans and painted it with the same colors. Again, the sidewalks and driveway were simulated with
expansion joints and painted an aged concrete color. The lawn was also simulated using ground foam and the
shrubbery was created using chunks of green foam also from Woodlands Scenics. Similarly, the trees were
also from Woodland Scenics materials. For this home the fence is a simulated “rail fence” created using
stained strip wood. Figures 6 and 7 show detailed views of both sides of the structure.

Figure 6 - Detailed View of Left Side of Structure Figure 7 - Detailed View of Right Side of Structure

All in all, I really enjoyed building these two homes. They really fit my vision of what an “Across the River
Residential Area” should look like!
Well, that’s it for this month. See you next month with a new subject. Happy Railroading!!!
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Remembering the Stony Creek and Western Railroad

By Divina Gato-Hogno

Tall tales, history, and numerous photos of Gil Freitag’s legendary Stony Creek and Western
were presented in July. The meeting was graced by the presence of all the children of Virginia
and Gil Freitag.
Led by Randall Wilson, with the assistance of Bob Barnett, the clinic presentation during the
July meeting of the San Jacinto Model Railroad Club was enjoyed by all.

Emmie Freitag, Denise Kubecka, Theresa Adkins, Charlene Miller, and Darlene Lebrock.
Not in the photo is the only son Gilbert Freitag.
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Continuation of the Civil War Railroad Series

By Jeff Williams

After a significant hiatus I am about ready to continue and hopefully finish my series of
articles on the importance of railroads during the American Civil War. Actually, I have been
acquiring data and working on several articles for some time. Some of the subjects I wish to
cover include Gettysburg (this will probably be spread over several articles), the fall of
Atlanta, the siege of Richmond, and what happened at Appomattox Station, which led up to
General Lee surrendering to General Grant. I may also include an article about President
Lincoln’s funeral train.
If you have some knowledge of this important but tragic period of American history you are
probably now asking yourself, “Gettysburg? What role did railroads play in that decisive
battle?” Stand by, you are about to find out!
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REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 49

By Al Partlow

In this edition of our series, we will be taking a look at one of the most impressive model railroads in
the country, John Parker’s BNSF Fall River Division. I was fortunate to recently have an opportunity
to operate on this layout, located in Longmont, Colorado, just north of Denver. The HO layout
occupies a 3,100 square foot basement, that also includes a workshop, crew lounge and dispatcher
office. The proto-freelanced layout features primarily BNSF trains with UP trackage rights trains and
interchanges with Montana Rail Link and the Iowa Interstate. Amtrak trains also run on the layout.
The layout is set in 2016 and includes motive power and rolling stock appropriate for the era. The
roster includes 1,000 freight cars and 120 plus locomotives. There are manifest trains, intermodal
trains, as well as unit trains of coal, grain and other commodities. Special trains that move welded rail
and ballast also traverse the layout. In addition, there are numerous locals, turns and switch jobs to
keep operators busy. There is approximately 21 plus scale miles of mainline track (1,300 feet).
The layout is multi-deck mushroom style designed to create a feeling of separation between scenes
and towns. There is also lots of negative space included in the design which prevents trains from
having their motive power in one town and the rear of the train in another. Engineers and their trains
are usually isolated from one another to avoid congestion in the 36”-48” aisleways. Track height
varies from 48” to 58” above the floor.
Staging for the layout is in a separate room and requires two people to prepare trains for their runs
over the layout. Operators typically acquire their respective trains at locations or control points on the
visible layout and do not have to be concerned with moving trains in and out of staging. The staging
room includes a computer and printer where JMRI real-time manifests are generated and provided to
the crews for car forwarding purposes. Staging room personnel also have a computer monitor that
allows them to view train movements over the layout, so they know the location of trains using the
same computer screen as the dispatcher.
A CATS CTC Software System is used for dispatching. Tomar and BLMA signals are used on the
layout for traffic control and authority. A Digitrax detection system and other Digitrax components
are utilized to operate the signal system.
A Digitrax DCC System is used to control trains and includes twelve boosters and fifty circuit
breakers to provide adequate power and prevent electrical shorts. Radio throttles are provided for
operators.
Track is Atlas Code 83 with #8 turnouts on the mainlines and #6 turnouts on the sidings and industrial
tracks. The trackwork is beautifully done and includes large sweeping curves and perfectly straight
tangent track, including double-track mainlines. The large turnouts on the main allow for trouble-free
train movement through crossovers with the longer modern locomotives and rolling stock.
The typical four-hour operating session requires approximately twenty people to handle the various
jobs on the railroad. In addition to an engineer pool for handling through trains, there are two yard
positions at Fall River (which is the main yard), another yard position at Kimber, several local train
crews, a crew that operates the loaded and empty coal trains between the mine and power plant, and a
dispatcher. The engineer pool also provides operators for manned helpers, which are required when a
train lacks sufficient horsepower to handle the tonnage on the train. In addition, when it actually
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REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 49

By Al Partlow

snows on the day of an operating session, a snow plow train is called to keep the track clear at the
higher elevations. In the summer months, when fire danger is present, a fire train operates as needed
to suppress any line-side fires. The engineer pool also provides a crew for track inspection high rail
vehicles and other Maintenance-of-Way trains.
Special equipment on the layout includes three Defect Detectors that alert the crews and the
dispatcher about Bad Order equipment and Speedometers to monitor train speed on the layout. When
Bad Order cars are detected, crews must communicate with the Dispatcher to determine how to
handle the Bad Order car. Other special equipment that enhances prototype operations include Derails
and Blue Flag Protection Signs and Fusees for crossing protection.
Over the course of the session, I was assigned a Manifest Freight, an Intermodal Freight, a Ballast
Train, and the General Foods Switch Job at Sage. Plenty of variety, to say the least, and these four
jobs filled all of the four-hour session. The Manifest train originated at Control Point Richland and
ran over the entire railroad to Fall River, requiring approximately forty-five minutes in real time to
reach its destination. Several meets with other trains, as well as a set out/pickup at Kimber Yard,
made for a most interesting run which allowed me to see most of the railroad.
My second train was a “hot” Intermodal Train from Seattle/Tacoma to Fall River. This trip also
originated at Control Point Richland, but only required about thirty minutes in real time, due to the
high priority of the train. My only meet, where this train took a siding, was with an Amtrak train at
West Kimber.
My final over-the-road assignment was a not-so-high priority Ballast Train, which went on duty at
Rocky where we doubled over our train at the rock crusher and actually entered the railroad at
Control Point Rocky Junction. This train spent lots of time “in-the-hole” as we met one westbound
train after the other on our way east. This was an interesting train with lots of ballast hoppers and
colorful motive power, including a former Santa Fe Warbonnet locomotive.
I ended the session with the challenging General Foods Switch Job at Sage. The motive power was a
Trackmobile rail car mover, with a capacity of two large covered hoppers at a time. There was limited
“head room” in the plant and, in addition, I was not allowed to enter the adjacent mainline trackage.
Not only was the switching complex, but I also had to weigh outbound loaded cars on an active scale
and record weights in a log book. This final assignment required almost an hour of real time and
completed my evening on the Fall River Division.
Overall, it was a great model railroad operating experience. The railroad is certainly one of the finest
model railroads in the country in terms of prototype operating practices and procedures. It is also one
of the most detailed and finished large layouts I have seen. Photos and YouTube videos do not do it
justice and it truly has to be seen to be believed. John Parker is a wonderful host and makes everyone
feel welcome, regardless of your operating experience. I highly recommend that you put the BNSF
Fall River Division on your wish list of model railroads on which to operate.
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REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 49

By Al Partlow

Eastbound Intermodal Train at West Winston

Ballast Train near Fall River Yard

General Foods Facility at Sage

BNSF Staging Yard
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REALISTIC OPERATIONS ON YOUR MODEL RAILROAD 49

By Al Partlow

BNSF Coal Train at East Sage

Westbound Amtrak Train at East Sage

Westbound Coal Empties at Fall River Bridge

BNSF Coal Train Loading at Black Butte Mine
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Mark’s Minute

By Mark Couvillion

Controlling a Turntable with a DCC Decoder
Many automated turntables have programmable mechanisms that will stop the bridge
movement at each track leading to the turntable. These systems have to be programmed
initially but occasionally lose their programming. Reprogramming can be frustrating,
especially when it has been a while since it was initially programmed or just recently
reprogrammed! The automated operation of the turntable is not prototypical, as an operator
has to position a real turntable to each and every track. You, too, can enhance the realism of
your turntable operation by converting it to DCC with a simple motor decoder.
A motor decoder can run the DC motor of the turntable just as it does a DC motor on an
engine. Connect the motor decoder power leads (black and red wires) to the track power bus
near the turntable. Use a 6 connector terminal block to make the connections easier. Connect
the motor control wires (orange and gray) to the leads to the turntable motor. Connect an autoreverser from the track bus wires to the turntable bridge track leads. Program the decoder to
an address you can easily remember and now you can easily and reliably control your
turntable just like the real operators did.

Next Month - Observing DCC Performance Changes?
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Getting On and Off Moving Equipment

By David N. Currey

I’m not sure when it was first implemented, but probably somewhere in the last twenty or twenty-five years
on the nation’s railroads, it was made a safety rules violation to get on or off moving railroad equipment.
Then, just recently around May or June of 2022, I read that the rule had been modified somewhat so that
persons could get on or off moving equipment in certain circumstances. I don’t know the particulars of any of
this, so if anybody does, please email me about it. That doesn’t really have a bearing on this article, as this
article is about my experiences in the early 1980s getting on and off moving equipment, when it was not a
rules violation.
Getting on and off moving equipment was definitely not against railroad safety rules in the early 1980s. In
fact, safely getting on and off moving equipment was taught to us in brakeman’s school, and getting on and
off such equipment was expected of us routinely in our daily work. I would guess that on some switcher jobs,
each of us got on and off moving equipment fifty or more times a day.
I’ve probably mentioned it before, but to review, Missouri Pacific’s Brakeman’s School was four weeks of
instruction. Our four weeks started out at a motel in Corpus Christi. There were at least two dozen in our
class. The first week was classroom instruction, and we had workbooks to fill out. Following that were two
weeks of on-line instruction. (That does not mean the internet, that means “on the rail line” instruction.) My
first week of on-line instruction was in Brownsville, where each of the five days I trained on a different
switcher, except for two nights on the Port of Brownsville switcher. My second week was on the Sweeney
Traveling Switcher. The fourth and last week was classroom training in Corpus Christi again. We turned in
our workbooks and took a written test. Then we were marked up on the Kingsville extra board as soon as we
could get there, which for most of us was later that day or the following day.
One afternoon of training consisted of in-the-field instruction on how to get safely on and off moving
equipment. Such equipment included locomotives, freight cars, and cabooses. They had an engineer in a
switch engine do the honors of making the equipment move. Getting on and off the engine and caboose was
easy, as they both had steps, and unless you completely missed the step while getting on, you couldn’t hurt
yourself much.
The instructor first showed us how to do it safely. We probably started with getting on and off the locomotive,
as that would be the easiest. I remember that when the instructor demonstrated the technique for us, he made
it look as easy as pie, even with a freight car. After instruction, and lots of cautioning, we then spent most of
the afternoon practicing the technique on slowly moving equipment.
Getting on is the most difficult and dangerous, as there is the chance your foot could miss the steps or stirrups,
and in the case of freight cars, your foot and leg could go through the stirrup. The one thing that was drilled
into our minds was that you do not step up until you have a firm grip on the grab irons or hand rails. That was
the main thing. If you had a firm grip with your hands, you were much less likely to fall under the wheels if
something went wrong with your feet. While getting on the locomotive and caboose was easiest, there was
one thing you had to be careful about: You could bang your knee painfully on the locomotive steps, though
not so much the caboose steps. Most of you probably remember from my other articles my absolute hatred of
General Electric locomotives due to their tendency to rock back and forth at 40 mph. Well, it should not shock
you then to learn that GE locomotives were the worst for banging your knees on. The steps were not as
recessed as on the Cadillac EMD locomotives, and so you had to hit the GE steps at more of an angle, or else
suffer bruised kneecaps. Let me put it succinctly for you: In Railroader’s Hell, all the locomotives are the
rockingest knee-bangingest GE locomotives you could ever lay eyes on.
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Getting On and Off Moving Equipment

By David N. Currey

So, when stepping up on moving equipment, first, you get a good grip on the handrails or grab irons. Only
then do you step up. This way, if you miss the stirrup, you do not fall under the wheels. Also important, you
step up with the foot and leg that is closest to the direction the equipment is rolling from. This might all seem
easy as pie, but out in the real railroad world, it wasn’t always that easy. There could be oil or mud making
things a bit slippery. And we sometimes had to get that really good grip while simultaneously holding a
switch list, a lantern, and a radio handset. That would seem to indicate a need for five hands, but we had to
make do with just two.
Getting off moving equipment was easier, but had its issues, however. When alighting from a locomotive,
freight car, or caboose, you could easily twist an ankle. So you had to pay close attention to your landing
spot. Some of the things that might make a landing spot less than ideal would be such things as a bucket of
spikes, a spike, a rail bolt, a section of rail, a tie plate, broken pieces of railroad ties, loose ballast, loose pieces
of concrete, a circular locomotive radiator grill, a bag of milking cow feed, etc. Those last two items were not
just to test if you are paying attention. I actually saw such in Angleton Yard. Nobody wants to fill out an
accident report like this: “Cause of accident: I stepped down off of a hopper car onto a bag of milking cow
feed and fell onto a locomotive radiator grill that had fallen off of a GE locomotive.”
To be completely honest, I don’t recall anybody on my Kingsville Division hurting themselves the slightest
while getting on or off moving equipment. However, based on my experience, I would expect most trainmen
to have hurt themselves at least a little bit while doing that. I will now recount my two instances where I was
slightly injured while getting or off moving equipment.
My first such injury did not take long to happen. During my first week of work, I was working off the
Kingsville extra board, and I made two round trips to Vanderbilt and back. Then, I was transferred to
Houston. “Forced” is the correct terminology instead of “transferred”. I made one trip out of Houston, where
we babysat a train at Mykawa for four hours before finally turning a wheel. I might have made another trip or
two, and then I was deadheaded to Sweeney, where I worked the Sweeney Traveling Switcher for two weeks
in place of a brakeman who was on vacation.
It was a particularly horrid couple of weeks. For two of the first several days, it rained practically constantly
all day long. I found out that a raincoat does not keep you dry under those circumstances. I was usually the
brakeman riding the point in the rain the three miles out to the junction with the refinery spur at Abercrombie.
I would be soaked by the time we got out there, raincoat or no raincoat. After the first week, I went and
bought a rainsuit, which was substantially better.
I don’t remember the circumstances, but within those first several days, I badly sprained my ankle stepping
down off a freight car. My ankle muscles were probably not too well developed by then. My ankle definitely
hurt, but I could walk. The problem was I was not over my derail yet. The “derail” meant 100 timeslips
turned in with my name on it. As I was told, you could be fired for any reason within your first one hundred
trips. I didn’t want to take that chance, so I kept working, and didn’t tell anybody about it. By the end of the
second week, my ankle was pretty much heeled up, and I never sprained either ankle again during my railroad
career.
I also injured myself more substantially while stepping up on a GP-18 locomotive being used as a switcher in
Angleton Yard. I still can’t really understand how this happened, but here goes. I had momentarily
completed by head brakeman duties for the next few minutes, and the locomotive was coming towards me, for
which I was going to get on. It was coming in my direction backwards from my right, so the engineer could
clearly see me, which thankfully he did. I followed all the rules we were taught in stepping up on moving
equipment. Somehow, though, my right foot missed the first step, and landed on the ground beyond the steps.
Though I had a firm grip on the handrails, the jarring of my falling on the non-moving ground caused both of
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my hands to slide down to the bottom of the handrails. I kept holding on for dear life. The engineer saw what
happened, and braked the engine to a stop, dragging me about twenty feet.
When the locomotive got stopped, I struggled up and onto the locomotive, in pain from a bruise on my left
thigh. Upon entering the cab, I sat down on the fireman’s side and evaluated the situation. Initially, I said to
the engineer, “I don’t know if I can continue working today.” I sat there, probably groaning from my aching
leg. After about five or ten minutes, and walking around in the cab, I decided I could probably finish work,
and I managed to do so. I imagine I hit the ibuprofen pretty hard in the motel that evening. Upon writing this
article, I thought of a contributing factor that might have affected me missing the locomotive step. The level
of the ground right there was a bit high, almost level with the rail. So maybe I stepped up to the locomotive
step when I should have stepped over to the step, whereby my foot didn’t land on where I thought the step
was, and then the movement of the locomotive carried the steps to my left whereby my foot then hit the
ground. In any event, that was my last injury getting on or off moving equipment. Officially, they were not
injuries, because I did not report them as such. I pretty much kept my mouth shut.
Now, I will recall some interesting instances involving getting on or off moving equipment.
One time, I was on a train headed southbound to Angleton from Houston. The other brakeman was from my
same class or the next class, and thus I had more seniority than him. I elected to ride the caboose. The
conductor elected to ride the headend, which facilitated what eventually happened at Liverpool. We had a
long train, and had to meet a northbound train at Liverpool. We were too long to fit south of the north
crossing, so the conductor had me stop the caboose when we cleared the circuit at the north end of Liverpool.
He had further instructed the head brakeman to drop off and cut the crossing about 1,000 feet north of the
caboose. When the train we were to meet had passed, the head brakeman would then couple up the crossing
and then get on the caboose when it dragged by. Unfortunately, the engineer forgot about the head brakeman
on the ground. By the time I realized the train was going too fast for the other brakeman to get on, I did not
have time to radio the engineer and get him to slow down.
I remember looking out the fireman’s side and seeing the brakeman up at the crossing, and the caboose was
coming up on him fast. I began reminding the engineer over the radio about the head brakeman’s situation.
As the caboose got within about fifty feet of him, he began running in the direction the train was moving. My
last view of him before the caboose passed him was out the rear door of the caboose, when somehow, he
managed to swing up onto the caboose without having his arms yanked out of their shoulder sockets. I don’t
recall exactly what happened after that, but I think I recall the train coming almost to a stop before the
engineer could get the brakes kicked off, as my pleas over the radio to slow down had caused him to try and
do so. I’m sure I apologized to the brakeman for not getting the engineer to slow down, and he was
surprisingly not angry at all. And so ends one of the few instances where I remember two brakemen being on
the caboose while the conductor rode the headend fulfilling head brakeman duties.
While I never got left behind by a train while riding the caboose, I came close to that at least once, I
understand that it did happen on the Middle Division between Vanderbilt and Kingsville once. I think it
involved a train inspection at Greta or Inari, two forsaken places with only a couple of farmhouses within
miles. The rear brakeman was riding the caboose, with the conductor riding the headend. The caboose radio
was dead, probably because the charger was inoperative, thus the batteries were no good. The rear brakeman
dropped off to inspect the last half of the train, but probably similar to the incident I related above, the
engineer forgot about the rear brakeman, or perhaps the train was longer than listed on the manifest. That
happened sometimes. By the time the caboose was coming up on the rear brakeman, it was moving too fast
for him to get on, safely or otherwise. So there he was, middle of nowhere, without even his grip and a candy
bar. I don’t remember what transpired in the story, but I imagine he walked down to the closest end of the
siding where a phone box was, unlocked and opened it, and then jumped back in case there were any wasps in
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it. There weren’t, so he called the dispatcher. I imagine the conversation went something like this:
Brakeman: “South end of Inari.” On the Kingsville Division, as probably on many railroads, to keep phone
chatter to a minimum, only the location of the caller is stated by the caller, not his name or train number.
Dispatcher: Silence.
A minute later, brakeman: “South end of Inari.” He hears something over the phone that sounds like a chair
scraping on a floor.
Dispatcher: Silence. The dispatcher heard him, alright, but decides some teenagers must have gotten a switch
key somehow, and are joking around, since there’s not supposed to be a train in the area.
A minute later, Brakeman: “South end of Inari. Anybody there?” He cringes as he hears a branch being
stepped on behind him by something in the bushes. Probably a cow, he hopes.
Dispatcher: Curses under his breath, then finally says, “Dispatcher.”
Brakeman: “This is Brakeman Boltzmann on Train 359. I got left at Inari.”
Dispatcher: “Come back with that, Boltzmann.”
Brakeman, sounding embarrassed: “I got left at Inari during the train inspection. It was going too fast to get
back on.”
Dispatcher, laughing: “So you’re at the south end of Inari without a train?”
Brakeman, resigned to being the village idiot: “Uh. Yeah. That’s about it.”
Dispatcher, stifling further laughing: “Hold on, Boltzmann.”
Brakeman, nervously to himself: I wish that cow would settle down over there.
Dispatcher: “Inari?”
Brakeman: “Yes, still here.”
Dispatcher: “How’s it going?”
Brakeman: “Uh, fine, I guess.”
Dispatcher: “Concerning the train that went bye-bye, you’re Boltzmann, alright. I have a limo coming for
you out of Vanderbilt. Ought to be there in about an hour and a half.”
Brakeman: “Tell him to hurry.”
Dispatcher: “Done did, see ya.”
Brakeman: Places the phone back in the hook, but fumbles it as he hears something in the brush behind him
again. He shines his somewhat dim lantern around, thinking, Damn, I wish I had replaced the battery in
Kingsville. He sees nothing, no movement anywhere, except the phone receiver swinging back and forth on
the end of its cord in the pitch black of the not-so-still night. He replaces it in the hook, and locks up the
phone box, still shining his lantern around. There’s that sound again, he screams to himself. Finally, he says,
I can’t stay out here all night. If something’s going to get me, it’s going to get me. Screwing up all the
courage he can muster, gripping the lantern tighter than he would a pole vaulting pole, he heads right for the
sound, which had started up again. He’s walking down into a dry ditch. Still, he can’t see anything. The
sound is constant, now. This thing sounds huge, he tells himself. Why can’t I see it? He forges ahead, just
ten feet from where the sound is coming from. Suddenly, there it is: An armadillo rustling through the dry
underbrush. He exhales, and sits down on an empty spike bucket, awaiting the limo, and thinking about that
Snicker’s bar in his grip on the caboose.
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Aunt Ruth—One Defiant Lady

By Jeff Williams

Recently, my wife and I went on a hiking trip to Arkansas and Oklahoma. Of course, we are always on the
lookout for interesting and/or unusual railroad “stuff” when we go on our journeys. On our first night out we
stayed in Arkadelphia, AR and as she is prone to do my wife picked up a local newspaper. In the newspaper
was an article about a local hero, of sorts, known only as “Aunt Ruth”. What follows is a short synopsis of
that article from “Ouachita Life, April, 2022, Vol 16, No. 8”. The name of the article was, “Part 2, Ouachita
Country People and the Railroads”.
Now, to set up this story we have all heard that during WWII while able bodied men were off fighting the
War, women played important roles at home supporting the troops in many different ways. Some women
even supported unique and sometimes hazardous wartime railroad operations and Aunt Ruth was one of these
heroines. Trains carrying war materials were given priority over other trains. Some of these trains were even
classified as an “Extra” – that is, a train that did not travel per any scheduled timetable. “Extras” ran on
special orders and those orders could change after the train departed from its original station or yard. Extras
also flew white flags during the daytime and white lights at night in front of the locomotive. German U-boats
were causing havoc in the Gulf of Mexico by sinking ships, containing petroleum and other products
important to the Allied war effort. So, U-boat activity in one area of the Gulf might cause a land-based train to
divert to a different port from the original schedule. This is but one issue that could cause an Extra to change
course by receiving special revised orders in route.
A train received revised or special orders at train stations via a hoop. A hoop was a bamboo stick with a circle
or “Y” at the top. In between the two top points of the Y, or at the base of the circle hoop was a string that
wrapped around special orders and clearance forms.

Figure 1 - The types of bamboo hoops used to transfer special orders during WWII.

Extras were supposed to slow down to around 25 - 30 mph when approaching a station when special orders
were to be received. Operators, like Aunt Ruth, had to stand very close to the tracks when “hooping up”
orders. To obtain the orders the fireman would step down a short ladder, extend his arm and his arm would
go through the closed top of the Y or through the circle loop to capture the important documents – keeping the
train moving the entire time. After obtaining the documents the fireman simply tossed the stick back out of
the cab, to be retrieved (hopefully not too far down the track!) and reused by the operator.
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Figure 2 - "Hooping up" special train orders.

On a hot, sultry July night U.S.R.A. Light 4-8-2 Extra 5308 North, pulling a load of 100 fully loaded tank
cars, received word that they had been cleared out of Texarkana to North Little Rock. This locomotive had 73
-inch drivers and operated at 210 lbs. of steam pressure. “Mighty” Joe Flynn was at the throttle and he had a
reputation for “scorching the ballast”, meaning he was a fast runner. Also, according to the article Mr. Flynn
had a “tiff”, of sorts, with Aunt Ruth. Could it be that Aunt Ruth spurred Mighty Joe Flynn’s romantic
advances? When female operators were involved in hooping up orders Mr. Flynn enjoyed causing their skirts
to fly up over their heads, by moving faster than the allowed speed and releasing steam at just the right
moment to cause the ladies extreme embarrassment as they stood close to the track holding up their hoops.
As Extra 5308 North was approaching the depot at Clear Lake Junction, Aunt Ruth was standing out beside
the track holding up special orders for Mighty Joe Flynn. Seeing Aunt Ruth up ahead, Joe kept the throttle
wide open and barreled towards the small depot at 60 mph! The ground was shaking and that locomotive
must have looked like an angry wild beast as it thundered towards the station. It is believed that the normally
fearless Aunt Ruth, upon seeing that train approaching her at an excessive speed and having been the victim
of Joe’s “tricks” a number of times already, likely said to herself, “Not on this night, Joe!”, and she stepped
away from the track. The fireman, Luther Earl, reached out as far as he could but was unable to snag the
special orders as the train roared on by.
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Figure 3 - Clear Lake Junction, North of Texarkana.

Joe Flynn had to slam on the brakes and bring Extra 5308 North to a safe stop at some distance down the
track from the depot at Clear Lake Junction. Flynn had to signal to the caboose, 100 cars back, via whistle of
his intent to back up slowly to retrieve the orders and to set out a flagman. Also, almost immediately Aunt
Ruth was in contact with the dispatcher from within the depot to “HOLD ALL TRAINS!”. As Flynn slowly
backed up the train of cars full of sloshing fluids rail traffic all over the Arkansas Division came to a
standstill. This caused major delays North of Little Rock and South of Texarkana.
During the ensuing investigation, Mighty Joe Flynn took full responsibility for travelling well above the
specified speed limit while Aunt Ruth just sat there quietly never saying a word. Flynn agreed to NEVER
exceed the speed limit again.
Oh, in case you were wondering, no, Aunt Ruth did not marry Joe Flynn, she married a man named Bill
Varner and they had a farm near the Red River. She kept a pet alligator, named “Rodney”, under her house,
and they never had a snake or rodent problem. That was the kind of gal Aunt Ruth was.
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The Buckeye Zone

Submitted by Richard Louvet

David N. Currey

Most of you who read my "Jumping Cabooses" articles from awhile back will probably
remember that I worked for the Missouri Pacific Railroad for about 5 years. Yes, I was lucky
enough to "live the dream" from 1979 to 1984. I caught the end of what I sort of now consider
traditional railroading.
Actually, some of the traditional stuff was already gone by the time I arrived on the scene,
but we had cabooses, four man crews, and at first we still communicated among crew members
mainly by hand signals or face to face. By the end of my brief career, we normally had two hand
radios per crew. We also had to walk train inspections, and that is what this story is concerned
with.
The Missouri Pacific Kingsville Division's "North End" stretched from Vanderbilt (near
Victoria) to Brownie (Algoa, near Alvin). From there we had trackage rights over the Santa Fe to
New South Yard and ran over the Houston Belt and Terminal into Settegast Yard. The distance
was 137 miles by way of the "East Belt", 139 miles by way of the "Passenger Main".
The Mop's portion was paralleled by high ways or roads in most places, but there were
quite a few areas where the tracks cut across county, or where the area was sparsely settled. One
of the most remote was Buckeye. A highway crossed the north end of the tracks, but there were
only a couple of farm houses within a half mile or so. (Buckeye is located 8 miles south of Bay
City by timetable direction, or southwest as the grackle flies). There's also a wye here, where
they turned the Gulf Coast Eagle steam excursion train at several years ago. On a dark or foggy
night, it was a spooky place, and had a reputation for strange things occurring there. I didn't mind
it — in daylight! I remember one time on a dead quiet night, while we were sitting motionless in
the pass awaiting a meet, the train suddenly went into emergency for no apparent reason.
Back before hotbox and dragging equipment detectors came along, trains had to have a
walking inspection done every 100 miles. One of these inspections had to be done between
Blessing (11 miles to the south) and SK siding, just south of Bay City. A roll-by inspection at 20
mph could be substituted if the people inspecting the train were railroad employees and
positioned to view both sides of the train. A normal walking inspection was done by slowing the
train and dropping the head brakeman off at the half way point of the siding. The engineer would
then drag half the train by the trainman and then stop. The head brakeman would then cross over
and walk to the headend inspecting the other side of the train, while the rear brakeman walked up
halfway from the rear. When the head brakeman reached the locomotives, the engineer would
sound the horn, give the rear brakeman time to crossover, and then drag the rear half of the train
by the rear brakeman. The head brakeman always dropped off in the bushes, so that he could
walk up to the headend on the relatively good footing of the pass (or main).
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And yes, very, very rarely, a rear brakeman would get left behind when the engineer
misjudged the distance and there was no conductor riding the caboose to watch for him.
On the night in question, I was head brakeman on a train southbound for Vanderbilt. We
knew there was no northbound train to give us a roll-by, so we elected to walk an inspection at
Buckeye, which had the longest siding of the three locations, and wasn't curved like SK siding. I
dropped off in the bushes and looked over the train, then crossed over when it stopped, and
began walking to the headend. It was a foggy night, not far from the Brazos River bottom;
visibility was about 5 car lengths, and it was quiet and spooky. It was early winter, and the dead
grass along the side of the track was dry and tall. A big ditch sloped down into the darkness on
the other side of the pass.
I was poking merrily along when suddenly I heard a great rustling sound coming from
down in the ditch about one car length ahead. The hair on the back of my neck became porcupine
quills. I stopped and shone my lantern at the sound. The noise promptly ceased, but nothing was
there. After a few seconds, I started up again. After a couple of steps, so did the sound. I stopped
once more. Whatever it was, it sounded BIG: maybe cow-size...at least cougar-size.
(I recalled a DeQuincy conductor recounting an encounter he had with a cougar on a
foggy night on the DeQuincy Division, and how he could clearly hear the animal gnashing its
teeth, and when it wailed, it sounded like a woman screaming).
Was it stalking me? I tested my theory by starting up again, and so did the sound. But my
lantern shone on nothing.
Something that big had to be visible at 50 feet! I gathered my courage. This—thing—was
between me and the engine, and I couldn't stay out here all night. I decided I was going to find
out what it was no matter what. I gripped my lantern and walked down into the ditch, directly at
the noise. I was upright, but my skin was crawling! I was practically on top of it. Where is the
@#*% thing? Where— THERE IT IS: a danged ole armadillo! Relieved, and feeling a little
foolish, I made my way on up to the engine. No doubt I gave forth a big sigh of relief when I sat
down on the fireman's side. It's probably a good thing the fog was obscuring visibility, otherwise,
the engineer and rear brakeman would have wondered, "What's that fool head brakeman doing
down in that ditch?"
When I started working for the MOP, the Buckeye’s greatest asset to the railroad was its
7800 foot siding, second longest on the North End between Vanderbilt and Brownie. Nothing
else was there, not even an old depot. There wasn't even any evidence of one-time structures,
though old Official Guides show passenger trains stopping there.
When work began on the nuclear power plant near Bay City, they built a wye there at the
north end on the mainline side and short storage track parallel to the main between the legs of the
wye. The wye connected to a rail line that came out from the plant, whose domes were later
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visible from the mainline. Cars for interchange were set out either on one of the legs of the wye
or the plant lead.
Buckeye was probably the quietest spot on the division. In the dead of night, vehicles
seldom passed over the grade crossing at the north end. Because of the siding's length, trains
often meet there, and inspections were often done there as well. It was not unusual to sit in the
siding there for hours awaiting a meet. On a quiet night, particularly a foggy night, the best word
that describes the place is "spooky". The night that motionless train went into emergency, the
conductor turned to me and said, "There's some weird goings on in this place!" One night, on a
northbound train, the dispatcher put us in the hole there for a meet. I was riding the hack. We sat
there for quite a while, it being typically still and quiet, but no fog this time. Visibility was
excellent. Suddenly the tranquility was shattered by the engineer shouting over the radio, barely
able to contain himself: "Look up in the sky!" The conductor and I bolted for the rear door.
He leaned out on the engineer's side, and I leaned out on the fireman's side. We stared up
in the sky towards the headend. Nothing was to be seen. We looked all over the sky—nothing!
Back inside the caboose, the conductor called up to the headend.
"Did you see it?" the excited engineer asked. "See what?" responded the conductor. "The
blue light. There was a blue light shining down on the locomotive from straight overhead. The
whole front of the engine was bathed in blue light!" "We couldn't see anything from back here,"
replied the conductor.
Sometime later, our meet arrived, and we looked him over from the rear platform. As his
caboose passed ours, I exchanged highball signals with the other brakeman to indicate no
problems were found with his train. we then proceeded to Angleton where we went to get a bite
to eat while the north end switcher set out and picked up cars for us. While we ate, the headend
crew could shed no further information on the incident. We reboarded our train and took it on to
Houston. At a crossing north of South Yard, we left our train on the main track for another crew
to take it out of town.
The limousine picked us up off of the rear end first, and then drove up to get the engineer
and head brakeman. As they were walking towards the Brown limo, I noticed something about
the lead unit: the lower headlight was out. "Hold on a second," I said, and got out and climbed up
on the engine. I got a good close look at the headlight that was out. On the top part of the inside
of the reflector, there was a blueish colored stain that appeared to have dripped down from the
top of the headlight. It was approximately the shade of Mopac dark blue—perhaps a little
lighter—and covered only a very small fraction of the entire reflecting surface. Was it paint, or
something else? Could it have been the result of the headlight burning out? Or perhaps even have
caused it to burn out? I've never heard of any kind of a light burning in a blueish color for quite a
few seconds before it burned out. I suppose that the answer to this mystery can never be
explained, at least not outside of…The Buckeye Zone.
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Heisler Locomotive Restoration

By Chuck Lind MMR

The Southern Forest Heritage Museum in Long Leaf, Louisiana is opening the machine shop for a resident of
Louisiana to go through of rebuild of his Heisler Locomotive.
The Lamb Fish Lumber Company, and its standard gauge railroad, logged the area around Charleston,
Mississippi. They filed a letter for Corporation on October 9, 1906. While the Heisler being restored at the
museum doesn’t have a builder’s plate, one of the only surviving Heislers that is missing its builder plate, the
best guess is that it is one of the 4 20-ton Heislers that was built for the Lamb Fish Lumber Company
sometime between 1902-06. It would have worked the woods until 1932 when a fire destroyed the sawmill
and shut the railroad down. The trail of this locomotive picks up again as the Santee River Hardwood #3 of
St. Stephen, South Carolina. The next known owner was the Maggie Valley Railroad in the Smokey
Mountains.
The builder’s plate was originally on the smoke box, a trademark of the Sterns Company, that later became
the Heisler Company. While at Maggie Valley the boiler was replaced with an ASME coded boiler in 1963
and what happened to the builder’s plate after that is a mystery. Somewhere in its long carrier the engine was
in a wreck receiving damage on the fireman’s side of the locomotive, which would account for parts used that
don’t match the 1903-06 timeframe. From Maggie Valley it was sold to the Whitewater Valley Railroad, a
tourist railroad in Indiana. As far as the present owner can tell it was never operated on the railroad. The
present owner purchased it from Whitewater Valley Railroad with plans to restore the locomotive back to
running condition. The present owner lives in Louisiana and has been making trips to Indiana yearly to keep
the engine greased and oiled until it could be rebuilt. The owner entered into an agreement with Southern
Forest Heritage Museum to move the locomotive to the museum and place it in the machine shop so it could
be restored. At this time the locomotive has been stripped down to the frame with the cab, tender tank and
boiler removed. The next step is to have the boiler inspected and a hydro test run. An overhaul of the running
gear will follow after that. In the agreement with the owner the museum is suppling the space to work on the
locomotive along with use of equipment in the machine shop but restoration costs are being handled by the
owner.
If you have never seen how a locomotive is restored back into service, please come and visit the museum and
see the long and necessary steps involved in its restoration.

Heisler Arrival
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Heisler Frame

Boiler Removed

Birdseye View of Lamb-Fish Lumber Company
and Yard Charleston M-2

Lamb Fish #3
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Colorado Railroad Museum

By Joe Stucka

On a recent visit to Boulder Colorado, I had the opportunity to visit the Colorado Railroad Museum, located at
17155 W 44th Avenue, Golden Colorado, west of Denver. It is a very nice railroad museum with both indoor
and outdoor exhibits. The museum covers 15 acres and is located adjacent to an active railroad line.
Entrance to the museum and outdoor items is through the Station house. Upstairs there are various exhibits
with information and items used in railroading in the past. On this floor there are also a telegraph office and a
gift shop. Downstairs there is a large HO layout approximately 15 ft by 40 ft in a U shape with one of the
short dimensions being the base of the U with a good sized area in the middle to operate and work on the
layout. On the front visitor’s side, with a glass wall separating the visitors from the layout, the multiple trains
go through on various levels containing deep shaft mining (see photograph), the make-believe city of
Calamity, Colorado (see photograph), past an oil processing area, and into a passenger terminal and a freight
car staging area. Downstairs there are also 3 large scale (1 inch to 1 foot) models of steam locomotives with
tenderers. I was told these items along with various rolling stock in adjacent cupboards were hand made by a
railroad hobbyist. I was also advised the locomotives each weigh in the range of 300 lbs.

Deep Mining Shaft

Calamity Colorado

The Robert W. Richardson Railroad Library, a separate building, contains a good collection of books,
magazines, maps, and other items on railroads and railroading. It appears to be a good source of information
on the history of Railroads in Colorado.
The Garden Railroad (see photograph)
covers about a 40’ by 60’ area with three
levels for trains to run on. The three levels
are not interconnected. The tracks appear
to be brass with plastic ties. The G gauge
rolling stock is stored in a small building
inside the metal fence which surrounds the
area and have to be individually carried
out and placed on the track. Only members
of the garden railroad club are allowed
inside the fence. Outside of the fence
there are park benches for visitors to use
while observing the trains. Since the
facility had received about 3” of snow over
night the G gauge trains were not running.
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Colorado Railroad Museum

By Joe Stucka

The Outdoor exhibits include 100 pieces of rolling stock including locomotives, passenger cars, freight cars,
trolley cars, and other specialty cars; an operating passenger train with steam locomotive; a turntable; and a
roundhouse. The rolling stock are located on various length sections of track at various elevations throughout
the facility. The collection of locomotives includes:
 steam, diesel, and electric drive with a good variety of road names.
 two Shay steam driven gear locomotives No 12 and No 14. The Shay engines have vertically mounted
pistons on the right side of the boiler connected to a drive shift which through gears connect to all the
axles. (see photograph)
 a locomotive equipped with a snow blower on the front end. (see photograph)

Shay Locomotive #12

Locomotive 1 in 1 foot

There are various types of passenger cars including
coach, sleeper, diner and baggage, numerous manually
powered railroad carts including one with a small crane
on it which manually clamps to the rails to provide
necessary counterweights. (see photograph) Various
types of freight cars include box, cattle, flat bed, gondola,
and tanker.
The Turntable (see photograph) is used to turn
locomotives or other rolling stock around to enter/exit
the Roundhouse and other short spurs adjacent to the
turntable. The Turntable is very easily moved, with
locomotives on it, by a couple of individuals pushing on
the long pipe extension arms at both ends of the track.

Railroad Cart with Crane

The Cornelius W Hauck Roundhouse has five bays for
performing maintenance, repairs, and restoration of the
museum’s rolling stock. Two of the bays have pits for
working on the underside of the rolling stock. Visitors
are allowed into a visitor’s gallery at the back end on the
roundhouse to observe the work.
The museum operates a steam locomotive passenger
train for visitors to take a train ride around the facility.
For railroad buffs, any trip to Denver should include
some time at the Colorado Railroad Museum.
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Lone Star Region 2022 Convention

By Divina Gato-Hogno

Lone Star Region 2022 Convention at Temple, Texas
May 5-7, 2022
The faces, the friendships, the laughter and the awards
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Celebration Corner

By Divina Gato-Hogno

Happy Belated
June Birthdays!
Geoff Hogno
(June 1)
with wife, Divina,
on the Big Island, Hawaii

Steve Sandifer
(June 2016)
at the Wichita Santa Fe Convention
in Winfield, KS

Al Partlow
Anne Sandhaas
wife of Bob Sandhaas
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(June 1)
in front of his Houston Passenger Station
with a mural of Downtown Houston
circa 1950 in background

Diane Wilson
(June 22)
wife of Randall Wilson
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Celebration Corner

By Divina Gato-Hogno

Happy Belated
June Anniversaries!
Happy 67th Anniversary,
Ben and Liz Harris!

Happy Anniversary,
Randall and Diane Wilson!
(June 14)

Happy 61st Anniversary,
Don and Bettye Bozman!
(wedding date June 2, 1961)
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By Divina Gato-Hogno

Happy Belated
July Birthdays!
Barry Bogs MMR

Mark Couvillon

Laurie Lind

with wife, Janet, and son, Blake, at
Promontory Point, Utah

Hogg Middle School Train
Show, Spring 2021

(July 22)
wife of Chuck Lind

Gene Mangum
with wife, Rita, chilling at home

The Derail — August 2022

Kelly Russell
outside a braced box car, currently located at the Frisco
Train Museum, during the 2019 LSR Convention
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Celebration Corner

By Divina Gato-Hogno

Happy
August Birthdays!
Margaret Slutz
with husband, Greg, in Antarctica

Rick Jones

Bill Wright

as Mark Twain

John Finnegan

Candy McGonigle
(August 19)
with husband, Denny

The Derail — August 2022

Leslie Stewart
wife of Phil, in the cab of “The
Sugar Cane Train” in Hawaii

Loren Neufeld MMR
with Jim Lemmond
and the award-winning
Gold Creek Timber Company
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May Minutes

Submitted by Richard Louvet

Gene Mangum called the hybrid meeting to honorarium for Virginia Freitag.
order at 7:09. There were 22 Zoom
attendees and 33 Bayland attendees. There Membership Committee
Our Facebook page is:
was one visitor: Andy Cheselka.
https://www.facebook.com/San-JacintoClinic
Model-Railroad-Club-112449312120157/
Bob Holweiss, Deputy Director of the Our Twitter is at
George H. W. Bush Presidential Library and https://twitter.com/SJMRRC
Museum, gave a presentation of how the Our Groups.io is at SJMRRC@Groups.io.
museum acquired the Union Pacific EMD
SD70Ace 4141. The story was one of Old Business
persistence, fund raising, the generosity of Steve Sandifer said photos for the next club
the UP, and of course the involvement of the directory will be taken over the next three
President. Their web site is https:// months. He and Tom Bailey will be working
www.bush41.org/
on publication, including a possible online
Bob is also the President of the Railway & version if security can be assured.
Locomotive Historical Society, the oldest
New Business
rail historical society in the country. (https:// Chuck Lind and Don Formanek are
rlhs.org/)
disassembling Jim Lemmond’s layout for
sale. The HO layout includes buildings,
Treasurer’s Report
The April 29 bank balance was $18,195,91. bridges and the Digitrax DCC. Contact
Expenditures included the $16 monthly Chuck or Don for information.
charge for Adobe Acrobat.

After another Zoom disaster, Tom Bailey,
There will be about $5000 in expenditures Dick Louvet, and David Paul will mock up
in May for the Freitag funeral meal and all the possible meeting scenarios and
payments to the various layouts and correct any shortcomings before the June
meeting.
organizations at the GHTS.
Lone Star Region/Division 8
Clinics continue at the Tracy Gee center.
Check http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/ for
the clinic schedule. See https://lsr2022.org
for the latest information. The national
convention is in St Louis on August 7-13.
See https://www.eventsquid.com/event.cfm?
preview&event_id=13724 for information.

Finally, Gilbert Freitag expressed deep
thanks on behalf of his father and sisters for
the club’s support after his mother’s death.
The Freitag family’s 50 to 60 year
association with San Jac has made the club
just as strong as his real family.
The meeting was adjourned at 8:43.
Respectively submitted,

Derail
Dick Louvet
The May issue of the Derail will be an Secretary
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June Minutes
Gene Mangum called the hybrid meeting to order.
There were 23 Zoom attendees 34 Bayland attendees
(please wear your name tags). There were two
visitors: Aaron Serwetman and Calvin Wolff.
Steve Sandifer took head shots of members for an
updated directory.
Clinic
Kelly Russell gave a clinic on structure lighting and
the options available including LEDs and fiber
optics. He covered a range of suppliers and the use
of electronics for effects.
Pete Leach followed with layout photography,
including equipment, lighting, composition and post
processing. He stressed taking photos as you work –
they may be useful in the future.
Gene mentioned that we have clinics scheduled for
several months. Please consider shorter, joint
presentations.
Treasurer’s Report
The May 31 bank balance was $13,893.08. Income
included $190 table receipts for the 2023 GHTS.
Expenditures included the $160 monthly charge for
software licenses, $107 for postage and checks,
$2625 for the Freitag funeral lunch and $2450 for
GHTS2022 module reimbursements.
David Paul, Dick Louvet and Tom Bailey are
working on improving our Zoom effectiveness. This
may require changes to seating arrangements.
Lone Star Region/Division 8
Clinics continue every two months at the Tracy Gee
center. Check http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/ for
the clinic schedule. See https://lsr2022.org for the
latest information. The national convention is in St
Louis
on
August
7-13.
See
https://
www.eventsquid.com/event.cfm?
preview&amp;event_id=13724 for information.

Submitted by Richard Louvet

Membership Committee
Our Facebook page is:
https://www.facebook.com/San-Jacinto-ModelRailroad-Club-112449312120157/
Our Twitter is at
https://twitter.com/SJMRRC
Our Groups.io is at SJMRRC@Groups.io.
Web Page
Last fall’s virtual layout tour is still available for
viewing.
Old Business
Steve Sandifer said photos for the next club directory
will be taken in July and August.
Gene said we are meeting the 40-person minimum to
keep our auditorium reservation at Bayland.
New Business
The board is preparing a change to the club bylaws
to change the at-large directory to a secretary
position. The change would take place with the
September election after approval by the
membership.
Jim Lemmond is resigning as LSR youth chair.
Contact Donna Orr if you are interested in the
position.
Gilbert Freitag expressed deep thanks for the club
support on the loss of his parents. The loss of both
mother and father brought home how close the club
is to the Freitag family.
Loren Neufeld’s and Jim Lemmond’s display layout
has been moved to the Rosenberg Museum and will
be operational shortly.
The meeting was adjourned.
Respectively submitted,

There was a discussion of starting and Instagram
page.

Dick Louvet
Secretary
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Celebration Corner

By Divina Gato-Hogno

NOTE: Please share your celebrations with your San Jac
family by emailing d.gatohogno@gmail.com before the 9th
of August to be included in the next Derail edition.

July Minutes
Gene Mangum called the hybrid
meeting to order. There were 22 Zoom
attendees 32 Bayland attendees (please
wear your name tags).
Steve Sandifer took head shots of
members for an updated directory.
Clinic
Randall Wilson and Bob Barnett gave
a history of the Stony Creek and
Western. All five Freitag siblings were
there for the presentation.
Treasurer’s Report
The June 30 bank balance was
$13,501.85. Expenses were $18 for
Acrobat software and $25 for a
Facebook ad for the train show.

Submitted by Richard Louvet

Membership Committee
Our Facebook page is:
https://www.facebook.com/San-JacintoModel-Railroad-Club112449312120157/
Our Twitter is at
https://twitter.com/SJMRRC
Our Groups.io is at
SJMRRC@Groups.io.
Due to the length of the presentation,
there was no business meeting. Gene
did appoint a nominating committee
for the September elections.
The meeting was adjourned.
Respectively submitted,
Dick Louvet
Secretary

Club Directory– Final Boarding Call
Our August meeting will be your last chance to get your photo taken for the new club
directory. We will also have update forms to ensure we have your new email, phone
number, etc. The directory has proven to be a very valuable tool for building our club
and inviting members to operating sessions, etc.
Please come with your hair combed and a smile on your face!
The Derail — August 2022
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San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the
first Tuesday of each month at 7pm
Now In-Person and ONLINE

Bayland Community Center
6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX

Visitors are always welcome!

Officers

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org
Webmaster: Brian Jansky

President: Gene Mangum
president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
Vice President: JayC Williams
vice-president@sanjacmodeltrains.org
Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet
secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org
Director at Large: David Paul
dbpaul32@yahoo.com
Past President: Kelly Russell MMR
krussl@yahoo.com

Derail Staff
Conductor: Bob Sabol
bsabol@stillmeadow.com

Engineer: Terri Sabol
terri74@gmail.com

Brakemen:

Next Meeting

TUESDAY, AUGUST 2
AT 7PM
HYBRID MEETING: ONLINE AND IN-PERSON

“Super Magnet Motors and
Legacy Locomotives”
BY MARK COUVILLION

Mark Couvillion
(mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)
David N. Currey
(texasandlouisiana@msn.com)
Divina Gato-Hogno
(d.gatohogno@gmail.com)
Brian Jansky (brianj844@gmail.com)
Pete Leach MMR (pleachtx55@gmail.com)
Richard Louvet (secretary@sanjacmodeltrains.org)
Gene Mangum (president@sanjacmodeltrains.org)
Al Partlow (alswitch@aol.com)
Steve Sandifer (steve.sandifer@sbcglobal.net)
Jeff Williams (mellowmiata@hotmail.com)

Refreshments:
Bob Barnett
(drinks and cookies)

Video Corner

Last Rotary Snowplow through
the Alpine Tunnel (1910)
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